HUMAN RESOURCES DEPARTMENTAL REPORTS
(WEB REPORTS)
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1. Overview
The Human Resources Departmental Reports (Web Reports) have been developed to provide fortnightly
and year to date salary and employee data to all Business Units (BU’s). These reports are used to assist in
the completion of the salary verification form. Web Reports are generated each fortnight and placed on the
web.
Access to the Web Reports can only be authorised by the Head of School or authorised signatory. Please
download the ‘Application for Access” form from the HR Website (URL)
http://www.hr.uwa.edu.au/__data/page/9531/Alesco_Access_Form.pdf

The Web Reports consist of five separate reports.
¾
¾
¾
¾
¾

Salary Variance for Sign Off
Salary History
Commitment
Accounts YTD
Stafflist Location BU (Business Unit)

To enter into any of the reports, click on either the folder (to drill-down further) or click on the EXCEL file
name.
If you wish to return to the ‘Main Menu’ of reports – always click on ‘To Parent Folder’ (web address of file /
document).
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2. Salary Variance Checking
It is not only extremely important for BU Managers to be aware of salary expenditure in their BU, but Salary
Variance Checking is a ‘must do’ task from the perspective of salary expenditure sign-off, both from a
overpayments management position, and also from a salary control auditing position.
Internal audit requires BU’s to store evidence of Salary Variance Checking and can call upon this evidence
at their convenience.
How and what you can do within the variance report.
a. The paycodes of any payment made in the pay period are provided to aid you in your investigations.
b. Employment Status filtering is provided to split the list between ‘Ongoing & Fixed Term’ and ‘Casual
& Other’ staff, noting that the fluctuations in ‘Casual & Other’ staff are more prevalent and so the
filter provides you with an opportunity to focus on certain employees.
c.

For users that are familiar with pivot tables, you can manipulate the data by introducing any of the
following additional values:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Business Unit
Project Grant
Account
Job #
PayRun #
PayCode

To include an additional field value, right mouse click inside the pivot table, select ‘Show Field
List’ and from the “unbolded” values, click and drag the field label into the pivot table.

Salary Variance Sign-Off
Please refer to the ‘Salary Variance Procedure’ for a detailed account of how to identify and investigate
salary variances for Sign-Off.
http://www.hr.uwa.edu.au/?f=126774
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3. Salary Variation for Sign Off
The fortnightly salary reports are added each fortnight by pay period. The report
is available in EXCEL format and there are four worksheets included in the workbook.

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Comparison of Pays
Allowances
Staff_paid via BU xxxxx (BU number)
Last Two Pays

3.1 Comparison of Pays
The file opens on the ‘Comparison of Pays’ sheet displaying a table listing staff and the payments they
received in the current and preceding fortnight, together with a column providing a difference (variance) in
the two pay periods.
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3.2

Allowance

This static worksheet allows you to see details of each allowance currently active in that pay period. This will
be useful from a budgeting perspective as it displays an annual, fortnightly and hourly value for the
allowance.

Job #

indicates which job the allowance is currently active within. Crossing over to the
‘Staff paid by BU’ worksheet, you can view additional details related to that job.

Occupancy Type

indicates the particular appointment that the allowance is attached to, (SUB is
substantive, CON is concurrent and HDA is Higher Duties). CON is particularly
used for the purpose of processing internal temporary transfers.

Code/Description

indicates the type of allowance

Start/ End Date

identifies the applicable validity period of the allowance.

Rate Type

identifies if the rate is either a Percentage or Amount. If it is a Percentage, the
percentage is the ‘Fortnightly’ amount (eg 3% ‘Fortnightly’ amount = 3.00). If it is
an Amount, then the amount is in the ‘Hourly’ column.

Agreed Rate

can be either Yes or No. Yes means the rate is a variable amount that is often a
negotiated value. No means the rate is prescribed in either a collective agreement
or HR Policy.
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3.3

Staff_paid via BU

This list of personnel is specifically related to those employees that have been paid from the Business Unit
(BU) that you are currently logged into. This data is static for each pay period, so retrospective processing
(adjustments) will only be reflected in the pay period where the adjustment is paid, ie: this staff list will
always reflect who was paid from the BU in this pay period.
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3.4

Last Two Pays

This worksheet is effectively the raw data that the ‘Comparison of Pays’ worksheet uses. There is no specific
use for this worksheet other than providing the data for the pivot table.
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4.

Salary History

This reports contains three worksheets

4.1
4.2
4.3

4.1

By Pay Type
By Pay Date
Transaction Detail

By Pay Type

This worksheet allows users to view the collective pay period data presented against pay types (normal
salary and different leave types) for the calendar year.

Additional field values that can be introduced into the pivot table include:

Project Grant

allows you to breakdown salary history across all PG’s used YTD. (Year to Date)

Account

allows you to view the different accounts used for both salary and on costs and the
associated $’s posted.

To include an additional field value, right mouse click inside the pivot table, select ‘Show Field List’ and from
the “unbolded” values, click and drag the field label into the pivot table.
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4.2

By Pay Date

This worksheet presents data as values expended against each pay period for a calendar year. This pivot
worksheet is simply using ‘PayDate’ as its main filter. All additional field values, used in the ‘By PayType’
pivot worksheet, can be used here.

To include an additional field value, right mouse click inside the pivot table, select ‘Show Field List’ and from
the “unbolded” values, click and drag the field label into the pivot table.

4.3

Transaction Details.

This is just a worksheet that provides the raw data for the above two worksheets pivot tables to operate
correctly.
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5.

Commitment

The Commitment report provides details of total salary costs for each employee from the next pay period to
the end of the calendar year. It allows Business Unit (BU) Managers to recognize the committed salary
expenditure for their BU to the end of the year. There are two worksheets contained in the report:
3.1
3.2

5.1

Pay Types
Transaction Details

Pay Types

The Pay Types worksheet lists the costs for each employee committed to the end of the calendar year for
any type of salary payment.

Again, additional field lists that be bought into the pivot table including BU, PG, Job# and, as an extra,
Position Number and Title.
To include an additional field value, right mouse click inside the pivot table, select ‘Show Field List’ and from
the “unbolded” values, click and drag the field label into the pivot table.
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5.2

Transaction details

The Transaction Details is the raw data used to provide the Pay Type pivot table.

6.

Accounts YTD

This report has not been maintained since early 2004 since the inception of the ‘Commitments” and ‘Salary
History’ reports and will soon be removed.
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7.

Stafflist

The Stafflist is in Excel format and provides a current staff listing with occupancy and salary information
based on the work location (location code) in the current employment record. At the conclusion of the
Academic restructure where the ‘School’ was considered the lowest recognized entity in the organizational
structure, HR provided work location as an opportunity to group staff to a lower level.
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The ‘Stafflist’ is refreshed each night and includes some useful values:

Gender

you can view your gender profile and also use other values (eg
Classification) to provide more profiling detail.

Manager Position / Name

this position number and associated occupant, identifies who the
employee currently reports to. This is now very important for the purpose
of ESS Leave and ESS Professional Development Review.

Activity Summary

this value identifies which Academic Portfolio (Tenure) the academic is
currently due to complete.

Advert

identifies staffs whose positions have or have not been advertised in the
process of appointing the occupant. This is particularly important from the
perspective of additional fixed term extensions where advertising of the
vacancy may be a requirement.
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If you need help:

Contact
If you need help with your ACS username or password

ACS Helpdesk on ext 2822

If you can not access the web reports

HR Helpdesk on ext 7896

If you require clarification of salary charges or employee details

Your Faculty Personnel
Team
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